
OUR LEGAL INFORMATION 
 
These are our logos. Do not copy them. We have worked very, very hard for our name and reputation. The stylized “dye” logo, the 
“Sphere” logo, the “NT” logo, the “DM” series of logos, the “ROTOR” logo, the “ROTOR Icon” logo, the “Throttle” logo, the “Invision” 
logo, the “Pro i3” logo, the “i4” logo, the DYE muzzle break design on all DYE barrels, Ultralite, Ultralite Frame, Boomstick, Pro i3, 
Invision, Invision goggle system design, DYE Sticky3 grip design, the Invision Ear Timer, Dyetack, Dyetack process, Attack Pack, LLP, Lock 
Lid Pod design, the Navigator bag design, Throttle, Throttle air system design, Hyper3, Hyper3 regulator design, “The Choice of 
Champions”, “Designed for the Art of Winning”, “The Art of Winning”, “The art of paintball”, “Designed in the republic of California”, 
“Live the life”, “Paintball never felt so good”, “Dye Kids” and the Ironmen shield are either registered trademarks, trademarks, design 
trademarks, patents or pending patents of DYE Precision, Inc. The NT has several U.S. and International Patents Pending and is covered 
by one or more of the following U.S. Patents, 5,613,483; 5,881,707; 5,967,133; 6,035,843 and 6,474,326. The DM10 is protected by U.S. 
Patent # 5,613,483 other U.S. and International Patents Pending and is covered by one or more of the following U.S. Patents, 5,613,483; 
5,881,707; 5,967,133; 6,035,843 and 6,474,326. The ROTOR™ Loader is protected by U.S. Patent # 7,568,478 and U.S. Design Patent # 
D597,152, other U.S. and International Patents Pending. The i4 Goggle System and i3 Goggle System are protected by U.S. Patent # 
6,886,183 and other U.S. and International Patents Pending.  
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NEW CARBON FIBER 
BOOMSTICK™ BARREL 
 
Introducing the all new Carbon Fiber Boomstick™. Players have always desired a barrel with stainless steel precision, but 
strive to keep their equipment as lightweight as possible. The new Carbon Fiber Boomstick™ now gives players the best of 
both worlds. Featuring a unique and proprietary stainless steel insert with a carbon fiber outer sleeve, the Carbon Fiber 
Boomstick™ brings barrel technology to a new level. The special blend of materials allows us to micro hone our barrels to a 
mirror finish while providing you with a lightweight barrel, lighter than our popular Ultralite Boomstick™.  
 
The stainless steel insert is built from gun drilled surgical grade 303 stainless steel and aircraft grade carbon fiber. The 
inside bore is honed to a 6 micron surface finish, giving you the smoothest and straightest barrel surface on the market. 
Carbon fiber provides a high strength-to-weight ratio, and the density of carbon fiber is considerably less than that of 
stainless steel, making it ideal for this barrel application resulting in an extremely light and accurate barrel.  Combined with 
DYE’s trademark muzzle break design, the all new Carbon Fiber Boomstick™  is quiet, aesthetically appealing and will once 



again set the standard of high performance in the barrel market. 
 
The all new Carbon Fiber Boomstick™ undergoes a unique process of combining a stainless steel micro honed insert with 
that of the highly acclaimed carbon fiber material. This process allows us to provide you with the most accurate and 
lightweight barrel on the market today.  
 
Other barrels on the market use carbon fiber, but not in the way that we do. The surface the paintball travels on is actually 
micro honed surgical grade 303 stainless steel, wrapped in carbon fiber. This stainless steel surface is the most accurate of 
all materials available. It allows us to hone the surface so perfectly, it is comparable to 1/3 of a human hair. Unlike other 
carbon fiber barrels on the market where the paintball actually travels against the weave of the carbon fiber, ultimately 
leading to it’s degradation and decrease in accuracy over time, the Carbon Fiber Boomstick™ barrel provides you with long-
term accuracy and consistency. 
 
With the all new Carbon Fiber Boomstick™ you will have stainless steel precision with extremely light weight performance. 
Truly, the Choice of Champions™. 

DYE Carbon Fiber Boomstick™ barrels are available in bore sizes .684, .688 and .692 and 15” and 17” lengths. 
 

BOOMSTICK™ BARRELS 
 
The DYE Ultralite™ Boomstick™ barrel is a popular favorite of today’s top professionals. The Ultralite™ Boomstick™ is well 
known for its micro honed finish providing incredible accuracy. Additionally, the Ultralite Boomstick gets its name from 
6061 aluminum light weight construction and two piece interchangeable design. DYE’s trademark muzzle break design is 
quiet, aesthetically appealing and world famous in the barrel market. Many may look similar but they are not the original 
DYE Boomstick™. Precision quality shot after shot that you can expect from DYE as the leader in barrel manufacturing.  
 
Lengths: 14, 16, 18. 
DYE tips are now available separately. We offer 14”-16” in: black, clear, red, blue, pink, olive, and camo (dusted). We offer 18” in black (dusted). 
DYE Ultralite™ backs are available separately in black, bore size .688 in the following threads: Spyder, Model 98, Impulse, A5.  Cocker backs in 
bore sizes .684, .688, and .692 available in: black, clear, red, and blue. .695 bore size available in Cocker thread, black only. 
 

TITANIUM BARRELS 
 
The creation of the DYE Titanium Boomstick® has set a precedence in paintball that has yet to be surpassed. Born in the 
shadow of the Boomstick™ and bred of a new type of thinking towards paintball, the TI-Boomstick® is the only barrel in the 
world to utilize one of the most expensive and high-tech materials available to man - Titanium. Initially used in aerospace 
and military applications, titanium found its way to the mainstream and started being applied as after-market parts for 
expensive toys. Titanium is world renowned for its exceptional strength and extreme light weight.  Titanium has the weight 
of aluminum, yet strength exceeding that of stainless steel. The only obstacle in working with this material is the difficulty 
involved in machining and honing. We have overcome this obstacle to make the truest and longest lasting barrel available.  
 
DYE Titanium backs are available in bore size .688, Cocker thread, polished clear only. 

 

NEW 2010 NT Introducing the 2010 DYE NT, a revolutionary technology break through in air usage efficiency, 

accuracy performance and stylish design. The NT is not only the most air efficient and accurate paintball gun Dye has ever 
produced, it is also the lightest and most compact in its category. Continuing with Dye’s famous patented spool valve 
design, the new NT Boost Bolt design is the ultimate refinement of next generation spool valve technology. After several 
years in development, the NT sets a new performance standard for all high-end paintball markers to aspire. Simply put, the 
best just got better.  
  
The Boost Bolt system is supported by a redesigned circuit board with faster processing providing more accurate ROF 
control. Comfort and stability is assured with the second generation Patented Ultralight grip frame design, providing 
improved trigger adjustment, new retained push button system, and a redesigned battery mounting system. This grip frame 
combination is easily accessed through a new first for the industry, full wrap-around, tool-less sticky grip design. Mounted 
to the bottom of the UL frame is the new UL airport that operates with a simple easy turn, low profile knob that allows 
forward placement for maximum comfort. 

NT FEATURES 
Available in 4 colors and 4 patterns. Weight 1.6lbs. 
 

01 ULTRALITE BARREL 
The industry standard for accuracy, the NT comes stock with the Ultralite™ 14 inch barrel. 
 

02 NEXT GENERATION SPOOL VALVE 

The NT Boost Bolt is the culmination of over several years of design, research, and testing. A low mass bolt minimizing 
recoil is controlled by the most advanced spool valve design ever.  
 

03 BOOST FORWARD TECHNOLOGY 
The patent pending Boost Forward Technology controls the speed of the bolt through its cycle, providing a gentle push of 
the ball at the beginning to minimize ball breakage, and increased speed later to maximize efficiency and consistency. 
 



04 AUTOMATIC VALVE SHUTOFF 

The patent pending auto shutoff instantly cuts off the shot chamber as soon as enough air is released to fire the ball, 
ensuring no air is wasted. 
 

05 BOOST BOLTS LINEAR SECONDARY SOLENOID SPOOL 
The linear, second stage solenoid spool minimizes air usage and air travel allowing the NT to function with a dwell of only 6 
milliseconds. 

 
06 LOW OPERATING PRESSURE 
The NT’s standard operating pressure is a low 130psi, which results in minimal recoil and sound. 

 
07 DYE EYE PIPE SYSTEM WITH PRO-PERFORMANCE DETENTS   
New durable and super-flexible detents offer supreme tenderness to the most brittle of paint. New flex-spring geometry 
ensures that balls will not double feed into the breech. 

 
08 ULTIMATE EFFICIENCY 

Based off the industry standard 68ci /4500psi compressed air tank, the NT operating at 290 fps will generate 1500 to 1700 
shots, depending on bolt configuration. 

 
09 PLAYER PERFORMANCE AND SHOOTING COMFORT 
By adjusting the bolt kit’s shot chamber volume and air flow, the NT’s efficiency, recoil, and sound signature can be 
modified to the users exact performance needs. 

 
10 ULTRALITE AIRPORT 
The UL airport has deep cuts that keeps it as light as possible, and gives it an aggressive look. It operates with a simple 1/4 
turn low profile side knob that allows forward port output for maximum comfort and streamline looks. 

 
11 COLORED O-RINGS 

Makes it easy to perform regular, scheduled maintenance of your bolt system. 
 

12 ULTRALITE REACH TRIGGER 

Trigger roller bearing inserts give the trigger stability and a smooth swing return. The external adjustable design allows you 
to limit the travel of the trigger and adjust the reach, rake, and spring tension without removing the grip frame or Sticky 
Grip. 
 

13 2ND GENERATION ULTRALITE FRAME 
The newest revision of the now famous Ultralite frame offers an improved trigger adjustment system, redesigned battery 
mounting location, new button cover, and new control button housing system. 

 
14 LED CONTROL 

High intensity LED provides identification to program functions.  
 

15 METAL POWER BUTTONS 

Our metal/rubber button pad features large buttons that can easily be used while wearing gloves. Stainless steel buttons 
are guaranteed not to fail. 
 

16 HYPER3™ 
The Hyper3™ regulator sports a streamlined diameter with unmatched flow and consistency, while maintaining precise 
adjustments.   
 

17 CAM LOCK FEED NECK 

Low profile locking feed port with adjustable cam lock neck allows you to use your choice of hopper and secure it firmly to 
the NT without the use of tools 
 

18 TOOL-LESS STICKY GRIP™ & CONTACT PADS 
The full wrap around NT Sticky Grip allows you to easily access the battery and circuit board for programming with no 
tools. We’ve also added a front rubber contact pad and rear rubber contact grip, for maximum comfort and stability 
 

19 NT PROGRAMMING 
The all-new circuit board for the NT has faster processing, and more accurate ROF control. 
 
DYE Precision, Inc. U.S. AND INT’L PATENTS PENDING. 
Covered by one or more of the following U.S. Patents, 5,613,483; 5,881,707; 5,967,133; 6,035,843 and 6,474,326. 

 

NEW BOOST™ BOLT TECHNOLOGY 



The patented spool valve bolt design has been enhanced for the NT by utilizing new patent pending Boost Forward 
Technology and an auto shutoff valve system. The linear, second stage solenoid spool minimizes dwell, allowing the NT to 
function with a minimum dwell of only 6 milliseconds. The spool valve Boost Bolt design, provides the ability to adjust shot 
chamber volume and airflow. This allows the NT to be modified so efficiently that recoil and sound signature can be easily 
tuned to the players exact specifications. The NT has a standard operating pressure of 130psi. Depending on your chosen 
bolt configuration, the NT will yield 1500 to 1700 shots from a standard 68ci, 4500psi tank. 

 

NEW PGA TECHNOLOGY Introducing Dye’s proprietary graphic anodizing technology. A first for 

the paintball industry, Dye has developed an advanced anodizing process that allows any graphic to be directly transferred 
to the surface of the gun. Additionally, Dye’s PGA process ensures minimal graphic resolution loss or distortion, while 
maintaining ultimate clarity.  The all new 2010 DYE NT comes in 4 spectacular limited edition anodized patterns. These 
graphics are unique in color and design to each gun and will be run in a limited number, so make sure you grab yours 
before they run out. 

 

2010 DM SERIES The new 2010 DM Series continues the tradition of being one of the lightest, smallest, 

fastest and certainly the most accurate of paintball markers in the world. Our one-piece Fuse™ bolt system operates at 
145psi with a shorter flow path, resulting in a shorter overall length. The low operating pressure provides smooth operating 
performance with minimal shot bounce and noise. The 2010 DM Series features a low-maintenance internal patent-pending 
Eye Pipe anti-chop sensing system that is self cleaning, providing trouble free high rates of fire. Durable and super-flexible 
detents offer supreme tenderness to the most brittle of paint. The Reach Trigger allows the trigger’s reach and rake to be 
fully adjusted by the user for ultimate individual ergonomic comfort. Weighing in at 1.9lbs, the 2010 DM Series is lighter than 
it’s predecessor the DM9. All of these innovations, coupled with new 3D body styling and standard features like the patent 
pending Ultralite frame, Ultralite Sticky3™ grip, two piece 14” Ultralite barrel, cam lock feed neck, and cast aluminum inset 
DYE logo, it’s easy to see why the 2010 DM Series is “The Choice of Champions”.  

 

2010 DM SERIES FEATURES 
Available in 4 colors. Weight 1.9 lbs. 
 
01 Ultralite Barrel 
The industry standard for accuracy, the 2010 DM Series comes stock with the Ultralite™ 14 inch barrel. 
 

02 Fuse™ Bolt 

The removable one-piece Fuse™ bolt system operates at 145psi with a shorter flow path resulting in better efficiency. Large 
front and rear bumpers used in the Fuse™ bolt, offer greater reliability and smooth shooting. 

 
03 Internal LPR 

The miniature modular internal LPR provides more efficient shot consistency. It allows the user to optimize efficiency and 
reduce kick. 

 
04 Pro-Performance Detents 
Durable and super-flexible detents offer supreme tenderness to the most brittle of paint. Flex-spring geometry ensures that 
balls will not double feed into the breech. 

 
05 No Eyeplates 
The 2010 DM Series features a low-maintenance internal patent-pending Eye Pipe anti-chop sensing system that is self 
cleaning, providing trouble free high rates of fire.  

 
06 Ultralite 
Weighing in at 1.9 lbs., the 2010 DM Series is lighter than it’s predecessor the DM9. 

 
07 Color Coded O-Rings 
Makes it easier to perform regular, scheduled maintenance of your Fuse™ Bolt system. 
 

08 Ultralite Reach Trigger 
Trigger roller bearing inserts give the trigger stability and a smooth swing return. The externally adjustable design allows 
you to limit the travel of the trigger and spring tension without removing the grip frame or Sticky3 grip. Trigger Reach 
Adjustment is a first in the painbtall industry, which allows the user to fully customize the trigger for ultimate shooting 
capability.  
 

09 UL Grip Frame 

The 2010 DM Series is the proud owner of the world’s lightest, most compact and comfortable 45 grip frame available. The 
patent-pending hour-glass design allows for a sleeker profile, while heads-up display light alert you to the status of your 
gun, without having to take your eyes off the game. 



 

10 LED Control 
High intensity LED provides identification to program functions. The 2010 DM Series features our unique heads-up display 
light which alerts you to the status of your gun, while still being able to focus on the game. 
 

11 Metal Power Buttons 
Our metal/rubber button pad features large buttons that can easily be used while wearing gloves. Stainless steel buttons 
are guaranteed not to fail. 

 
12 Hyper3™ 
The Hyper3™ regulator sports a streamlined diameter with unmatched flow and consistency, while maintaining precise 
adjustments. The Hyper3™ also features an ergonomic Sticky Grip Sleeve providing a more comfortable, textured fore grip.  

 
13 Cam Lock Feed Neck 

Low profile locking feed port with adjustable cam lock neck allows you to use your choice of hopper and secure it firmly to 
the 2010 DM Series without the use of tools. 
 

14 Low Pressure 
The low 145 psi operating pressure provides smooth operating performance with minimal shot bounce and noise. 
 

15 Ultralite Sticky3™ 

Ultralite Sticky3™ grip is standard and provides an anatomically correct fit to your hand. It is co-molded with a tacky rubber 
grip and hard plastic under-frame. The Hyper3™ also features the same tacky rubber. 
 

16 Legal Software 
Comes with multiple programming modes including PSP and Millennium tournament legal software. 
 
DYE Precision, Inc. U.S. Patent # 5,613,483. OTHER U.S. AND INT’L PATENTS PENDING. 
Covered by one or more of the following U.S. Patents, 5,613,483; 5,881,707; 5,967,133; 6,035,843 and 6,474,326. 

 

2010 ROTOR The DYE Rotor Loader is a radical innovation in loader technology. Culminating from years of 

research and collaboration between designers, engineers and professional paintball players, the Rotor Loader is now the 
number one ranking loader, taking top podium spots in tournament after tournament. The loader top shell can quickly be 
removed without any tools, for fast and quick maintenance or clean up, even while on the field. The breakdown of the Rotor 
Loader is so remarkably simple and efficient, it can be fully disassembled in under 30 seconds. Featuring an absolutely 
impressive 50+ balls per second feed rate, and 50,000+ ball shot count battery life, it’s easy to see why the Rotor Loader 
has quickly become the number one choice in loader technology among top level teams and paintball players the world 
over. 

 

ROTOR FEATURES 

 
 

01 REVOLUTIONARY PATENTED ROTOR™ TECHNOLOGY 

The ROTOR™ LOADER far exceeds pro level feed requirements with an impressive 50+ balls per second feed rate. The 
constant feed rotor carousel combined with the opposing rotation of the center rotor arm provides smooth, consistent, 
rapid and dependable feed performance shot after shot. This new technological design provides unmatched performance 
over any other loader on the market. 
 

02 LOW PROFILE  

Designed with the professional player in mind, the unique center feed design of the Rotor™ pushes balls straight down over 
a short distance allowing the loader size and shape to be small and low profile.  
 

03 200 BALL CAPACITY 

Play longer without reloading.  The ROTOR™ holds up to 20% more paint than most loaders, while having the lowest profile. 
Additionally, the ROTOR™ is also one of the lightest 200 round loaders available. Simply smaller, lighter and faster.  
 

04 SPRING LOADED FLOOR TRAY 

The Patent Pending revolutionary collapsing floor tray allows for maximum ball capacity, while ensuring consistent, reliable 
feeding down to the last ball. The spring floor tray also ensures ball feeding while shooting at elevated targets by raising 
the floor as you shoot.  
 

05 NO TOOLS NEEDED 

The ROTOR™ can be effortlessly broken down for basic cleaning or maintenance with the push of a button. No tiny screws 
and nuts to loosen, parts to lose or break off. Just smart and simple engineering with the players needs in mind.  
 

 



 
06 SEE THROUGH WINDOWS 
Provides you the ability to monitor your paint level visually so you don’t get caught without paint.  
 

07 INTERCHANGEABLE CARRIER WITH SPRING LID 

The transparent locking lid is integrated into an interchangeable dual density carrier. The spring tension lid allows fast 
loading and a secure lock on the loader. The carrier design allows you to quickly change between your lid or speed feed. 
Additionally, the removable upper shell allows you to use a high capacity upper that will hold 250 rounds (sold separately). 
 

08 POSITIVE PUSH POWER  BUTTON 

Single push Power On/Off button with LED display. The positive push button and bright LED informs you when your loader 
is on or off.  
 

09 JAM RELEASE TRIGGER 

In the rare event of a ball jam caused by oversized or out of round paint, simply give the jam release trigger a quick pull and 
you are back in action. 
 

10 50,000+ SHOT COUNT 

The ROTOR™ provides an impressive 50,000+ ball shot count on one set of three AA batteries. This new design of efficient 
power regulation is revolutionary and the first of its kind in loader technology. 
 
DYE Precision, Inc. U.S. Patent # 7,568,478, U.S. Design Patent # D597,152. OTHER U.S. AND INT’L PATENTS PENDING 

 

ROTOR COLOR KITS 
Custom color accessory kits for your Rotor to help give you that customized look. 

 

ROTOR HI-CAPACITY TOP SHELL 

The new Hi-Capacity Rotor shell increases your ball capacity to 250 paintballs while maintaining a low profile. 

 

ROTOR TOP SHELL WINDOWS 

Replacement windows for your Rotor Loader. 

 

ROTOR QUICK FEED 
Quickfeed in the color you want. 

 

QUICK FEED & VELOCITY ADAPTER 

This Quickfeed with Velocity adapter allows you to easily change out your stock Velocity lid with our new and improved 
Quick Feed system. 

 

REPLACEMENT ROTOR LID 

Standard replacement lid for the Rotor Loader. 

 

THE THROTTLE 
The pros are switching. Out with the crazy digi-tech-high-maintenance air systems. The in thing is presets. Our unique 
design of the Throttle Preset provides maximum unrestricted air flow at a constant output pressure, without all the hassles 
of fine tuning or changing a bad o-ring. Simply screw on the Throttle air system and you can be assured that you are 
playing with the most efficient, consistent and durable air system on the market. As with most preset systems, this 
regulated air system must be used in conjunction with a good in-line reg, such as our Hyper3™ reg. Throttle tanks are 
available with either EU or DOT certification. Please specify when ordering. 

 

HYPER3™ REGULATOR 
The proven Hyper regulator design has been greatly improved. Now introducing the Hyper3™ in-line regulator. This new 
design is sleeker, smaller, more consistent and offers more precise increments of adjustment. We’ve taken in-line regulators 



to the next level. Our new shim stack is more responsive and reacts quicker to pressure changes allowing better flow and a 
faster response. This ultimately provides you with a regulator that is more easily adjustable. The size has been dramatically 
reduced allowing us to incorporate the soft rubber outer grip. This outer grip is developed from the same compounds used 
in our proven Sticky Grips, and will provide you with a secure surface for which to hold your marker. In addition, the 
Hyper3™ air input swivel ring allows it to work with all bottom line configuratio 

 

RHINO COVER 
Aside from your elbow or knee, your tank is usually the one thing that hits the ground the hardest. Taking care of your tank 
is just as important as your body. 4500 pounds of pressure is a serious thing. The rhino cover is a virtual barrier for your 
tank to help prevent scrapes and scuffs that could end up terminating the life of your high pressure air system. The wrap 
around direct injects and the injection molded scale section of the grip practically glue the tank to your shoulder. Another 
item where style meets function, direct inject logos ensure long lasting good looks. Because the bottom usually takes the 
most abuse, we’ve included high-density nylon coated padding with rubber abrasion print to help soften the blows 

 

B-WING BOLT KIT 
 
Who else would you trust for aftermarket upgrade parts for your DM than Billy Wing? Billy is a 12 year Pro veteran, and one 
of the head designers of DYE’s extensive gun line.  
  
The B-Wing bolt kit is hand polished and fitted to ensure pro level performance.  The mirror like finish allows for a lower 
LPR pressure, which renders less kick.  The B-Wing bolt also helps prevent bolt stick, which improves shot to shot 
consistency. For DM7’s you must use the DM7 Bolt Can, not the Bolt Can included in B-Wing Bolt Kit. 
 
• Hand Polished Bolt 
• Reduces Bolt Stick 
• Improves Shot To Shot Consistency 
• Operates With Lower LPR Pressure 
 
Fuse Bolt™ Patent: U.S. Patent #5,613,483. Other U.S. and International Patents Pending 

 

REACH TRIGGER 
 
• New Adjustments: Rake and Reach 
• All Features Externally Adjustable 
• Fits All DM Series and M5/M6/M7/M8 Series UL Frames 
• Patent Pending 
 
The Reach Trigger is the next evolutionary step in individually customized ergonomic comfort, not to mention optimal 
trigger speed.  With the Reach Trigger it is possible to adjust the angel and reach of your trigger externally. The new angle 
adjustment combined with the many other UL trigger adjustments makes the Reach Trigger the most customizable trigger 
on the market today.  Upgrade your DM series marker today and reach your ultimate shooting capabilities. The Reach 
Trigger fits all DM UL frames, M5-M8 UL frames, and the new SLG UL composite frame. 

 

NEW IRONMEN BLADE TRIGGER 
 
• Designed exclusively by Ironmen players 
• Forward curve design for faster trigger feathering 
• New Adjustments: Rake and Reach 
• All Features Externally Adjustable 
• Fits All DM Series and M5/M6/M7/M8 Series UL Frames 
•  Patent Pending 

 

EYE-PIPE (Patent Pending) 

 
• Fits DM8, DM9 and DM10 Markers 
• Detents Secured to Eye Pipe 
• Designed for Durability and Easy Maintenance 
 
This self-contained detent system gives you long lasting reliability and peace of mind from double feeding.  The new flex 
spring geometry holds paintballs securely in the breech without any unnecessary force that could threaten to affect your 
accuracy or break paint.  Compatible with DM8, DM9 and DM10 markers. 

NEW UL AIRPORT ON/OFF 
 



The new Dye airport features a front airline fitting and the new on/off is perfectly balanced for an easy twist. 

 

NEW DYE MULTI-TOOL 
 
The DYE Multi-Tool contains a range of Allen keys: 1/4”, 3/16”, 5/32”, 1/8”, 3/32”, 5/64”, 1/16” and .05”. Also featuring a small 
phillips screwdriver to remove the board, a hex key to tighten your macro-line fittings, a flathead-screwdriver/bottle 
opener, small pocket knife, a straight O-ring pick and a 90º O-ring pick. There are even a few tools on there for our future 
items. Whatever your fix-it needs are, the new DYE Multi-Tool will have you covered.           

 

I4 GOGGLE SYSTEM 
The smallest, lightest, lowest profile and best field of vision available. 
 

01 THE I4 RAPID LENS CHANGE SYSTEM 
 
The i4 has a revolutionary patent pending rapid lens changing system that allows you to change lenses in under 10 seconds. 
It is the quickest and easiest lens changing system in the sport today. The unique design of two tabs allows you to remove 
the current lens and replace or clean it with ease. Simply push on each interior tab arm, slide them forward and the lens is 
free to be removed. Insert the new lens and pull both tabs back to securely lock the lens in place. No separate parts to take 
off, no extra pieces in your hand. 
 

02 290 DEGREES OF HORIZONTAL  AND PERIPHERAL VISION 
 
The i4 offers more vertical and horizontal peripheral vision than any other mask system on the market today. Clear, 
unobstructed vision both up and down allows you to clearly see all of the field details without constantly moving your head. 
Movement is much easier to recognize and provides a clear visual advantage. This is also combined with our optically 
correct tirodial impact lens that provides perfect clarity and sharpness while protecting your eyes. 
 

03  CO-MOLDED SOFT LOW PROFILE MASK 
 
Designed with the Professional in mind, the i4 goggle system provides you comfort, rigidity and lightweight protection with 
our one piece, dual injected mask. The comfortable, ergonomic, low profile mask not only allows you to sight closer to your 
marker, but also allows freedom of movement with its lightweight design. The small, compact, lightweight design of the i4 
will almost allow you to forget you are even wearing a mask at all. 
 

04  SOFT, LIGHTWEIGHT EAR PROTECTION 
 
The sleek, light, low profile soft compression ear pads provide the protection you need while offering style and hearing 
clarity. Ear protection is important and the i4 provides it while not being obstructive, bulky or heavy. Additionally, the i4 ear 
pieces are backed with a Cool Max® liner that wicks sweat away while providing comfort and keeping your ears cool. 
 
 

05 COMFORTABLE ANATOMIC MASK FIT 
 
The anatomically correct i4 mask system offers the best in comfort for all facial contours. Designed with the ultimate 
comfort in mind, the i4 mask is the latest in anatomical facial fit and is supported by its lightweight construction. The i4 is 
also tested at twice the current impact ASTM standards. The i4 is built for comfort and built to last.  
 

06 RETENTION STRAP 
 
The i4 retention strap system needs to be adjusted once and once only. This sure lock feature is made possible by the 
woven rubber that is in the strap material itself. Unlike silicone that eventually breaks down and peels off, the elasticity of 
our rubber straps will out last the competition. The i4 is designed to fit your head and stay that way.  
 

07 EXTREME MULTI-DIRECTIONAL VENTING 
 
One of the i4’s greatest features is the Multi-Directional Venting. Utilizing precise blade angling and a proven venting 
configuration, the i4 Multi-Directional Venting will make communication with your teammates effortless. This unique 
patented design drastically reduces re-ventilated fogging and will throw your voice farther and clearer than any other 
vented mask on the field. 
 

20% LIGHTER THAN OTHER GOGGLE SYSTEMS 
 
Now, one of the lightest goggles on the market in professional paintball. The less your equipment weighs, the better you 
can perform and focus on the game. We’ve reduced the overall weight by 20%, giving you every possible edge. 
 

UPGRADED WITH A THERMAL LENS 
 
The i4 comes equipped with a thermal lens, providing optimal lens clarity in any weather situation. The scratch resistant 



coating protects both sides of the lens against scratches and minor abrasions. The thermal lens has a unique UV protective 
coating, offering you exceptional UV protection. In the sport of paintball, optimizing your vision to the targeted 
environment is critical; our lens helps you achieve that clarity. 

 

I4 COLORS 
 
The i4 goggle system comes in a variety of colors to suit your style. Please note, some models come standard with a High 
Definition lens, while others come standard with a Smoke lens. 
 
WHITE/GOLD High Definition Lens 
WHITE High Definition Lens 
WHITE CAMO Smoke Lens 
BLACK High Definition Lens 
GRAY LIQUID Smoke Lens 
RED High Definition Lens 
RED LIQUID Smoke Lens 
BLUE High Definition Lens 
TAN LIQUID Smoke Lens 
OLIVE CAMO High Definition Lens 
LEOPARD         Smoke Lens 

THERMAL LENSES 

High quality and perfect optical clarity replacement lenses for the i4 goggle systems. 

 

I4 REPLACEMENT MASK 

High quality replacement mask for the i4 Goggle System. 

 

I4 REPLACEMENT STRAP 

High quality replacement goggle strap for the i4 Goggle System. 

 

I4 REPLACEMENT EARPIECES 

High quality, soft and flexible earpieces for the i4 Goggle System. 

 

PRO I3 SYSTEM 
 

01 Tri-Mold Soft Flex Technology™ offers various mask flexibility without sacrificing safety or performance. Utilizing a 

revolutionary process of co-molding, our design team has developed a firm base frame coupled with a very flexible 
facemask and patented venting system. 
 

02 The Pro i3 retention strap system needs to be adjusted once and once only. That is because we use woven rubber in 

our straps. Unlike silicone that peels off easily, the elasticity of our woven rubber straps will outlast the competition. 
Designed to fit your head and stay that way, like it should. 
 

03 Ear protection is critical, but does not need to be bulky. The Pro i3 system features a foam molded earpiece that is 

soft, flexible and extremely light weight. This new earpiece helps to reduce the weight of the mask and cuts down the 
overall profile, creating a smaller target. Cool Max® material has also been added to help increase moisture evaporation. 
 

04 The anatomically correct Pro i3 mask system offers comfort and performance for the professional player. Tested at 

twice the current ASTM impact standards for safety. Good protection is key. 
 

05 The Pro i3’s compound radius lens gives the player the ultimate in vertical/horizontal peripheral vision and optical 

clarity. Setting the standard in visual performance, the dual-bowl lens design offers phenomenal visual performance. 
 

06 The Pro i3 goggle frame is molded from tear-resistant polyurethane and is designed with maximum flow-through 

ventilation. Designed to be anatomically correct and low profile to your face, the Pro i3 goggle frame is a first in the 
paintball industry. 
 

07 Combined with a secure goggle, the patented Multi-Directional Venting drastically reduces re-ventilated fogging. 

The Multi-Direction Venting also assists you with voice  projection on the field. 
 



08 Adjustable comfort chinstrap to secure goggle during active play. 

 

UPGRADED WITH A HIGH DEFINITION LENS 

 
The Pro i3 comes equipped with our enhanced High Definition Lens, providing optimal lens clarity in any weather situation. 
The high contrast tint greatly increases your visual perception and helps with distinguishing various colors on the field. The 
scratch resistant coating protects both sides of the lens against scratches and minor abrasions. The High Definition Lens 
has a unique UV protective coating, offering you exceptional UV protection. In the sport of paintball, optimizing your vision 
to the targeted environment is critical; our lens helps you achieve that clarity. 
 

EXTREME MULTI-DIRECTIONAL VENTING 
 
One of the Pro i3’s greatest features is the Multi-Directional Venting. Utilizing precise blade angling and a proven venting 
configuration, the Pro i3 Multi-Directional Venting will make communication with your teammates effortless. This unique 
patented design drastically reduces re-ventilated fogging and will throw your voice farther and clearer than any other 
vented mask on the field. 

 
SOFT FLEXIBLE EARPIECES 
 
We’ve developed soft, flexible, compression formed earpieces for the Pro i3. These earpieces are lighter and less 
obstructive, allowing you to hear more clearly and providing a soft surface to promote deflections from oncoming 
paintballs. Our new earpieces feature a Cool Max® liner to help keep you cool and wick sweat away. We offer a variety of 
colors and prints to match your personal style. 
 

THERMAL LENSES 

High quality and perfect optical clarity replacement lenses for the Invision and i3 goggle systems. 

 

INVISION GAME TIMER 
 
The patent pending Invision™ Game Timer is yet another example of DYE striving to be the most technologically advanced 
and stylistically innovative company in the industry. This simple device has added a whole new dimension to the game of 
paintball. Easily installed into any Invision™ system, the timer rests comfortably next to your right ear. The Invision™ Timer 
voice alert will beep and announce the time as it counts down: 60, 50, 40, 30, 20, 10, 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1 minute points and at 
the 50, 40, 30, 20, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1 second points. After the one second announcement, the timer will tell you 
“game over”. Can be used during big games, tournaments or practice. The Invision™ Game Timer is an item you can count 
on. Fits Pro i3, i3 and original Invision. 

 

INVISION TURBINE FAN 
 
Like a personal ventilation system for your Invision™, the Turbine Fan is a culmination of DYE’s design efforts for perfect 
goggle circulation. The Turbine Fan features the Turbo 9 accelerator blade which yields higher air flow volume while 
operating at a lower RPM, resulting in quieter operation and extended battery life. Two speed operation ensures that you 
get the best results under any condition. High-impact plastic resists breakage from close range shots. Foggy lenses can be 
a thing of the past with the low profile Turbine Fan. Can be worn with or without a visor. Installs in seconds. Fits Pro i3, i3 
and original Invision. 

 

FRAMES 
 
Replacement frame for the Invision and i3 goggle systems. Replace worn or damaged frames. 

 

PRO i3 MASK 
 
Replacement mask for the Pro i3 goggle system. Replace worn or damaged masks. Soft ear pieces included. 

PRO i3 VISOR 
 
Replacement visor for the Invision and i3 goggle systems. 

 

C10 JERSEY | Kids, S-XXXL. 

 



The Dye C10 Jersey is our most advanced jersey to date. The jersey features thumb slots that prevent your sleeves from 
sliding up. The C10 Jersey is also constructed with a significant amount of vented material to keep you cool under fire while 
reducing weight. We’ve introduced compression formed, open cell foam shoulder pads, the first of its kind. These pads 
conform to the body, providing a more comfortable fit and better protection. The C10 jersey also features a re-designed 
comfort fit v-neck collar and of course patented DyeTack™. 
 

01 DYETACK  

Patented DyeTack™ technology is a direct injection process that bonds to the material of the jersey. DyeTack™ is a durable 
polymer creating a friction point that stabilizes marker position. We invented DyeTack™ in 2002, since then we have 
perfected the level, position and density of DyeTack™ to ensure optimal tank stability. Everyone else has tried to imitate this 
patented process. If it’s not DyeTack™, it’s not real. 
 

02 3D CONTOUR PADDING  
We have redefined the level of protection once again. Compression formed, open cell foam shoulder pads. These molded 
pads are contoured to the shape of the shoulders, and extend across the chest, maximizing coverage. These new pads are 
always in the proper position. No matter how you move, the pads move with you. 
 

03 VENTING  
Paintball is a fast paced sport and venting is critical. Our open port mesh venting helps to channel heat away from the 
body. It works with your body’s natural cooling system, pushing heat out to the sides and under arms, and keeping the area 
around your chest cool. The C10 has significantly more venting than the C9. It’s featured in the entire sleeve, lower back, 
outside torso, and shoulder segments. This results in exceptional airflow combined with light weight breathability,  
delivering a jersey that is true performance. 

04 GLOVE CUFFS 
The cuffs on the C10 Jersey have been designed to provide greater flexibility to the wrist and hand, offering freedom of 
rotation. The unique underside of the cuff design extends to the center of the hand, providing protection to the base of 
your palm. The thumb-hole in the cuff secures the sleeve in place with or without gloves. 
 

05 COMFORT V-NECK COLLAR 
The lightweight v-neck collar features an anatomical correct fit while providing pure comfort. The C10 v-neck is designed 
with a light-weight stretch nylon construction. The contoured panel assembly ensures that the jersey moves with you. The 
collar is secured with reinforced stitching, and the neckline is double layered for added comfort. 

 
06 NO FADE SUBLIMATION Our graphics are sublimated for a no fade style. This process ensures that the 

graphics stay crisp and clean. 
 

07 PADDED ELBOWS 
The protective material used for the elbow padding is lighter in weight, resulting in more flexibility and an overall reduced 
weight of the jersey. The pads begin at the wrist and extend well past the elbows, providing ultimate arm protection.  
Today’s game is more intense than ever, requiring fast moves and aggressive slides. By reducing injuries, you can stay more 
focused on winning. 

 

C10 KIDS 
 
Paintball is an excellent sport for today’s youth. It builds character, pride and self confidence. The game helps with 
developing team skills, hand-eye coordination, and is a great source of exercise. But kids traditionally don’t fit in adult gear. 
That’s why we’ve developed a line in kids sizing. Our new youth size offers the same quality and protection you have come 
to expect from Dye, just in a smaller package. Now your kids can look and play like the pros they look up to.  Fits waist 
sizes up to 26”. 

 

CUSTOM LETTERING 
 
The paintball world is comprised of individuals. Why not make a name for yourself with custom lettering. From names and 
numbers to large logos, our graphics department can take care of it. You can send your team’s artwork in a vector format 
EPS file on CD or e-mail it to jersey@dyeprecision.com 

 

NEW POLAR WINTER JERSEY | M/L, XL/XXL 

 
All new for 2010, the Polar Winter Jersey. Designed to keep you just warm enough while playing in cold to snowy 
conditions. Let’s face it, some of us get that urge to play during the off season, even in the snow. For all of you in cold 
weather climates, we’ve designed a jersey specifically for you. Featuring padded shoulders and elbows, front zip pockets, 
and zippered venting slits under the arms. 
 
01 PADDED NECK A lightly padded neck offers extra protection on the throat area while playing. 



 
02 ZIPPERED VENTS Zippered side vents allow you to increase your ventilation when needed. 
 
03 GLOVE STYLE WRIST GAITOR Glove style wrist gaitors offer an extra level of warmth for your hands and also helps to 
keep the sleeves from riding up. 
 
04 FLEECE LINED The unique, fleece lined jersey material helps to keep you warm, without over heating. Perfect for those 
cold weather games. 

 

C10 PANT | Kids, XS-XXL. 

 
The C10 Pant is the ultimate collaboration between pro athletes, product developers, material experts and designers. 
Featuring a harness-stabilizing back yoke, and two new micro mesh inseam materials that provide you venting and a 
complete range of motion in all directions. The increased venting of the C10 Pant helps make it lighter and more 
comfortable. Softer, 3D contoured padding on the hips and back yoke enhance protection while improving mobility. 
Ballistic heavy duty nylon panels with responsive air-foam padding on hips and knees now give you the ultimate in sliding 
protection. All this culminates in a pant engineered to perfection. 

 
01 HEAVY DUTY BALLISTIC KNEES  
We have continued to use the proven ballistic nylon and integrated it with flex panels around the knees to help 
withstand the most aggressive abuse. The C10 has an improved padded knee design that wraps around the entire 
knee, with additional front shin, outer shin and inseam padding. This design, combined with flex-panels keep up with 
your speed and motion without being stiff, while quilted sections of responsive air-foam add protection. This reduces 
the wear not only on your pants, but your joints as well. 
 

02 FLEX KNEES 
The key to playing good paintball is speed, movement and protection. This is the fundamental concept with our continued 
refinement of our knee design. The C10 provides a maximum range of motion without being stiff, and the multi panel 
flexible knee design offers improved durability with movement. 
 

03 ADJUSTABLE WAIST 
Our adjustable waist not only allows you to change the fit of your pant, but the internal elastic belt also acts as a small, 
comfortable kidney belt. 
 

04 VENTING 
The inseam features two different vented mesh materials. Whether you are crouching, crawling, kneeling or sliding, the C10 
pant breathes with you. Venting also surrounds the back yoke and padded zipper fly,  extending all the way down to the 
knee for increased circulation. 
 

05 DOUBLE AND TRIPLE STITCHING 
For a pant to be durable, it needs good stitching.  The seams of the C10 are double and sometimes triple stitched for 
durability. It’s a quality feature that adds pant longevity, so you can get a full season of use and then some.  
 

06 PADDED AND VENTED CROTCH 
Nothing is quite as essential as a padded crotch protector. We were the first to introduce this feature to the industry 
years ago, and now we’ve made it better by utilizing responsive air-foam. Increased ventilation offers even more 
cooling comfort. 

07 SWAB POCKET 
Holds standard flex swabs or stick swabs. 

 
08 ADJUSTABLE CUFFS 
For those of you who like a tight cuff, the adjustable ankle cuffs allow the perfect fit for any type of cleat. 
 

09 VENTED NYLON 
The entire back of the leg, from the knee joint down, is vented nylon. This large of an area can provide more circulation than 
your car’s air conditioner. Well, almost. 
 

10 REINFORCED SADDLE SEAT 
Sliding can be hard on your pants. We know this from experience and that’s why we’ve reinforced the seat with extra nylon 
material.  
 

11 HYPER-FLEX YOKE 
The back yoke is a crucial part of your pant.  It has to move, it has to protect, and it has to keep your harness in place. 
Harness-stabilizing direct injection keeps your pack where you need it to be. Featuring a Hyper-Flex outer section and 
stretch under layer for increased movement.  This dual-layer with pass through venting keeps your back side cool, 



preventing sweat build up and harness twist. 
 

12 3D CONTOUR PADDING 

Dye’s unique design uses compression formed foam to provide extra side protection for your hip bones and thighs 
while diving or sliding. 

 

NEW META GLOVE | S/M, L/XL. 

 
One thing we do is listen to our professional players. The pros wanted a glove that wasn’t a glove. They wanted all the 
protection of a glove, without the interference of having their fingers covered. By having your fingers covered, you actually 
lose agility and speed when rolling the trigger. Our new Meta Glove combines the best of both worlds. A lightweight, 
unhindered fingerless glove design that offers protection on the back of the hand and palm, and features a supportive wrist 
closure. The Meta Glove is like a second skin, so comfortable that you will almost forget you’re wearing it at all. 

 
1 - FINGERLESS DESIGN 

The design of the fingerless glove was developed to be snug, comfortable, light, and most of all, unrestrictive.  It 
gives your fingers the freedom they need, while protecting your hand and wrist. 

 
2 - COMPRESSION FORMED EVA FOAM 

The back of the hand is designed with compression formed EVA foam, at a height of 5mm. This foam offers padded 
protection for the back of your hand. 
 

3 - DIRECT INJECT LOGO 

Direct inject DYE logo, so you can represent. 
 

4 - MICRO INJECTION PULL TAB 
Heavy duty micro injection pull tab.  
 

5 - REINFORCED PALM 

The palm is made with a heavy duty, scuff resistant material. This material helps protect your palm during slides. The 
seams are reinforced with interlock stitching. 
 

6 - NEW EXTENDED SILICONE PRINT 

A portion of the palm features a silicone pad print, we’ve extended this area for extra grip while holding your marker. 
 

7 - HOOK AND LOOP WRIST SUPPORT 

2 inch wide hook and loop closure for the wrist provides extra support, while keeping debris out of the glove. 

 

ASSAULT HARNESS | #63 | Black/Gray Only | 3 + 4 or  4 + 5 

 
The Assault Pack is a perfect example of the collaboration between designers and athletes. Our design team meticulously 
picked apart every harness available. We sat down with our professional players and picked their brains on the most elite 
pack they could think of. Then we let our design team do their thing. The first item of concern has always been reducing the 
weight. We were able to accomplish this by utilizing new materials in different configurations and reducing the overall 
weight by 5 oz.! Supportive waist belt, sturdy construction, easy access to pods were some of the other areas of concern 
that we were able to improve upon. Check out the details for all of the highlights. 

 
EXTERIOR FEATURES 
 
01 55 MPH VELCRO  
Velcro so strong it will hold up in 55mph winds, or 55mph worth of pressure tugging on it when you dive or slide. It all 
makes sense now. We wanted to make sure the harness stays were it is supposed to be, during the whole game. 
 

02 COMPRESSION FORMED VELCRO LOCK  
This is the last stage of the Velcro system. This goes on top, because it’s on the top we wanted it to look cool. So we added 
a logo and some neat compression. 
 

03 QUICK RELEASE HANDLES 
Compression formed pod straps are lighter.  
They have also been set to the perfect length, eliminating excess material. 
 

04 CUPPED NEOPRENE EJECTOR LOOPS 



This is the area that stretches around the actual pods. Instead of depending on elastic straps to keep your pods in place, we 
have developed a specific pattern of compression neoprene that actually wraps around the pod itself, and causes a 
downward tension. This design keeps the pods securely in place, while being able to forcefully eject the pods from the 
loops whenever you’re ready to pull that quick release. Direct inject is also featured to make it look good. As we discussed 
before, style is key. 
 

05 DIRECT INJECT LOGOS 
Another touch of the DYE style to help keep you classy. 
 

06 STAY OPEN POD LOOPS 
We’ve introduced a plastic frame at the base of each pod loop. The new frame forces the loop to keep it’s open shape at all 
times, providing optimal ejection capabilities. The insert frame keeps the pods centered, while loading the harness and 
while ejecting pods. A centered pod ejects smoother. It’s all part of the development process to bring you the best 
performance possible. 
 

 
07 VENTING 
In an effort to use the most reliable materials at the lightest weight, we incorporated a vented foam back pad. All other 
material has been chosen based off its lightweight and breathable characteristics. 
 

08 MEMORY ELASTIC 
The memory elastic offers the most comfortable fit available. It also retains its original shape longer. That’s why its called 
“memory” elastic. 
 

09 SECONDARY POD WRAPS 
With today’s games having multiple formats, you need a versatile harness. The Assault Harness has been designed to be 
used in Race-To style games as well as larger format games. To accommodate this, we have included secondary pod wraps 
between each pod loop, and on the outsides of the pod loops. This allows you to carry 3 pods up to 9 pods. 

ASSAULT HARNESS (CONTINUED) | #63 | Black/Gray Only | 3 + 4 or  4 + 5 

 
INTERIOR FEATURES 
 
01  55 MPH VELCRO 

Velcro so strong it will hold up in 55mph winds, or 55mph worth of pressure tugging on it when you dive or slide. It all 
makes sense now. We wanted to make sure the harness stays were it is supposed to be during the whole game. 

 
02  NEOPRENE COMFORT BELT 
The first belt that goes across your waist carries the most pressure. Some of you may notice this when you get that 
annoying “harness rub”. Well it annoyed us too. That’s why we added a neoprene padded belt. This is the first move into a 
more comfortable lightweight harness system. The more comfortable you are while playing, the more you can focus on the 
game. 
 

03  COMPRESSION MOLDED HIP PADDING 
One of the main complaints from some of our top athletes is that the combination of the harness and pant buckle hindered 
their movement in the hip region. This is why we developed the compression molded hip padding. Not only is this pad light 
and sturdy, but it is attached to the inner belt. As you stretch the main belt to fit your preference, the hip pads slide along 
and fall into place on top of your hip bones. The secondary strap will cover this section, stabilizing the pads to ensure they 
stay in the spot needed most, over your hip bones. 
 

04  MEMORY ELASTIC 
The memory elastic offers the most comfortable fit available. It also retains its original shape longer. That’s why it’s called 
“memory” elastic. 
 

05  PLUSH COMPRESSION BACK PANEL 
As you can see, the back panel features many geometric shapes specifically designed to channel air away from the pressure 
point. Not only will this help keep this area cool, but this will aid in keeping this section dry so that the Rubber Traction Print 
can achieve its maximum effectiveness. 

 
06  MID LEVEL VENTING 
We have integrated a vented sandwich  made of an airy foam material. This material is at the core of the harness where the 
most amount of circulation and heat dissipation is critical. 
 

07  RUBBER TRACTION 
A large section of rubber traction helps to keep your harness in place. It grips your pants and jersey, keeping a tight hold. 
 



08  CENTER STRETCH  
The center point of assembly for the harness is directly over the spine. So when the belts are stretched around to fit, they 
are actually pulling from the center of your back. This assembly style ensures that you are getting the most comfortable 
and efficient use out of the harness system. Other harnesses tend to pull from the sides, not offering a true wrap around 
harness. It’s not so much something you see, but something you feel. And to us, that little difference could aid in making a 
game winning move. 

 

ATTACK PACK PRO HARNESS | #6400 | Red, Olive Camo , Gray | One Size Fits All. 

 

EXTERIOR FEATURES 
 
01 55 MPH VELCRO 

Velcro so strong it will hold up in 55mph winds, or 55mph worth of pressure tugging on it when you dive or slide. It all 
makes sense now. We’ve added a compression form design to the ends, just to make it look better. 
 

02 COMPRESSION FORMED VELCRO LOCK 

This is the last stage of the Velcro system. This goes on top, we wanted it to look cool. So, we added a logo and some neat 
compression. 
 

03 QUICK RELEASE HANDLES 

Compression formed pod straps are lighter. We actually made them curved as well so they match the actual curve of the 
pod. This gives the strap a tighter fit to the pod, meaning a lower profile. On the other end, way up inside the pack, is 
ballistic stretch nylon. This stuff pulls the unused straps back into the pack, eliminating the dangling strap effect. 
 

04 DIRECT INJECT NEOPRENE COMPRESSION 
This is the area that stretches around pods 4-11. It conforms to the pods, giving you the tightest fit, from 4 pods to 11 pods. 
Direct inject is also featured to make it look good.  
 

05 DIRECT INJECT LOGOS 
Another touch of the DYE style to help keep you classy. 
 

06 CUPPED EJECTOR POD LOOPS 
The cupped shape keeps the elastic centered on the pods. A centered pod ejects smoother. It’s all part of the development 
process to bring you the best performance possible. 
 

07 VENTING 
We’ve already established the more venting the better. Not only does the venting help circulate air around your pods, it 
also allows the air against your back to circulate as well. Check the next page, you’ll see why. 
 

08 WOVEN VENTED-FIBER MEMORY ELASTIC 

The new vented-fiber memory elastic offers the most comfortable fit with air circulation available. It also retains its original 
shape longer. That’s why it’s called “memory” elastic. 
 

09 COMPRESSION FORMED VENTED SIDE PANELS 
The compression sides give the harness it’s shape. This area flexes around the group of pods and helps keep them tightly in 
the center of your back. Without the vented side panels, you would have hot, floppy pods strapped to your back. 
 

10 DOUBLE LAYER VENTED OUTER BELT 
The double layer of vented-fiber memory elastic gives you a secure fit. From 1 pod to 11 pods, you’ll have a snug fit every 
time. 

The Attack Pack Pro is a perfect example of progression with design. It’s light, flexible, vented and comfortable. Moreover it 
compresses in size with each pod you remove resulting in a perfect combination of versatility and compact size. The Attack 
Pack Pro can hold a range of pods, from 4 all the way up to 11. Depending on how many you use, the harness conforms to 
what is needed. Continuously self-adjusting to help maintain the lowest profile. The belt system is now made of woven 
vented-fiber memory elastic. It retracts neatly into the harness, again helping to maintain the lowest profile possible. The 
complete list of features is quite extensive. We couldn’t help it. We had to describe the most important highlights we 
thought you’d want to know about. 

 

ATTACK PACK PRO HARNESS (CONTINUED) | #6400 | Red, Olive Camo , Gray | 

One Size Fits All. 
 



The Attack Pack Pro was specifically engineered to work with a range of pods. With the variety of today’s games, 
from Xball™ to 5 man, 7 man, and even 10 man, the amount of pods needed is ever-changing. Why have 4 different 
harnesses when you really only need one? The Attack Pack Pro eliminates large, excessive harnesses by compressing 
with each pod removed. This allows you to maintain the lowest profile possible, helping to keep you in the game 
longer. 
 

 
INTERIOR FEATURES 
 
01 WOVEN VENTED-FIBER MEMORY ELASTIC  
An inside view of memory elastic. Using this on all belt layers allows air to pass through.  
 

02 PLUSH VENTED BACK PANEL  
As you can see, the vented slots provide maximum ventilation, all the way through the pack. Helping to cool you and your 
pods. The plush pillow-soft back panel makes this pack a joy to wear. 
 

03 TOP LEVEL VENTING  
More venting over the pods means cooler pods. The cooler your pods, the less your paint will deform under heat. 
 

04 RUBBER TRACTION PRINT 

Two sections of rubber traction help to keep your harness in place. It grips your pants and jersey, keeping a tight hold. 
 

05 CUPPED EJECTOR LOOPS  
The cupped ejector pod loops help you get your pods fast.  
 

06 BACK PANEL STRETCH GUSSETS 
They are known as “gussets” in the design world. They allow the pack to flex in another direction. So when you bend, 
crouch, crawl and duck, the surface of the harness will stay against your body. Again, helping to keep a low profile. 

 
07 INTERNAL COMFORT BELT 
The first belt that goes across your waist carries the most pressure. Some of you may notice this when you get that 
annoying “harness rub”. Well it annoyed us too. That’s why we added a plush padded section. The more comfortable you 
are while playing, the more you can focus on the game. 

 

NEW BALANCE TOP 
 
The Dye Balance top is designed with moisture wicking fabric to help maintain body temperature during aggressive play. 
Integrated Coolmax® material gives you the ultimate in climate comfort. Designed to help wick sweat away from your 
body, Balance keeps you cool, dry and focused. 

 

NEW PERFORMANCE NECK PROTECTOR 
 
The new Dye Performance Neck Protector is a revolution in neck protection technology. This neck protector is unlike any 
other. We’ve specifically constructed the most critical areas utilizing plush, ventilated padding. The inside material that is 
against your neck is made of the softest, most breathable material available. The ultimate in comfort and protection for 
your neck. 
  
ONE SIZE FITS ALL 

 

NEW PERFORMANCE TOP 
 
The new Dye Performance Top is designed with compression formed responsive air foam for maximum protection. We 
have used this new compression formed padding in critical areas to offer the protection you need without hindering 
performance or range of motion. Moisture wicking fabric is positioned in areas to help maintain body temperature during 
aggressive play. Additional features include side vented gussets and upper chest mesh combined with Coolmax® to give 
you the ultimate in climate comfort.  

 

NEW PERFORMANCE SLIDE SHORTS 
 
The new Dye Performance Slide Shorts have been designed with the same compression formed responsive air foam as the 
Performance Top. This unique padding material offers the ultimate in protection and breathability. We have positioned this 



new compression formed padding in critical areas to maximize protection, without hindering movement or flexibility. 
Special hip bone pads have been added to help minimize injuries. A unique padded crotch protector has also been added 
to protect the most important parts. True elastic waist band allows full stretch evenly around the waist for ultimate comfort. 

 

NEW PERFORMANCE KNEE PADS | S-XXL 
BLACK | #731400 

 
01 LIGHTWEIGHT AIRPRENE BODY 
The lightweight airprene body provides a comfortable fit with ample circulation and ventilation. The back section of the 
knee pad has also been opened up to allow more venting, flexibility and a more comfortable fit. 

 
02 DYE MICRO INJECTION LOGOS 
Micro injection logos complete the design in typical DYE fashion. 

 
 
03 NEW ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
The new adjustable lower leg strap allows you to tighten the knee pad to your liking and helps to prevent the pad from 
sliding down. 
 
04 EVA HIGH DENSITY FOAM KNEE PADDING  
This EVA high density foam knee wraps around your knee for a more custom fit and offers more cushioning for direct 
impacts. 

 
05 OPEN-CELL FOAM 
High impact open-cell foam is extremely impact resistant and offers  you a very high level of protection. 
 
06 NEW SIDE PADDING 
Padding has been specifically added to the sides of the knee pads. These individual pads help when sliding or crawling at 
different angles. 

 

PERFORMANCE ELBOW PADS | S-XXL BLACK | #731000  

 
01  LIGHTWEIGHT AIRPRENE BODY 
The lightweight airprene body is pre-shaped to conform to the natural bend of the elbow allowing the pad to provide 
ultimate comfort and flexibility. 

 
02  DYE MICRO INJECTION LOGOS  
Micro injection logos complete the design in typical DYE fashion. 
 

03  CUP-SHAPED EVA FOAM ELBOW PAD 
The cup-shaped elbow pad wraps around your elbow for a more custom fit. This goes beyond the pre-shaped fit of 
the airprene section. The cup-shaped design was developed to provide you with the most comfortable fit possible. 
 

04  HOLLOWED EVA FOREARM PADDING  
This style of foam wraps all the way around, covering the inner arm and providing more protection. The hollowed 
chambers of this foam allow more air circulation around the forearm by keeping areas of the pad away from the skin, 
giving the pad a lighter feel. 
 

05  NEW VENT PORTS 
The vent ports and 4-way stretch air-mesh offer optimal air flow to your forearms in conjunction with the hollowed 
EVA foam for the maximum amount of air circulation of any elbow pad available. 
 

06  GEL INSERTS 
The gel inserts are highly impact resistant and help absorb brute force created from intense slides and dives. 
 

07  ADJUSTABLE STRAP 
The adjustable strap allows you to tighten the elbow pad to your liking and helps keep the pad in place. 
 

08 INTEGRATED SLIDER GLOVE 
The integrated Slider Glove acts as a glove without the extra hindrance of covering your fingers. This comfortable 



design provides reinforced palm protection to help against abrasive slides, while the back of the Slider Glove 
features neoprene compression for added protection to the back of the hand. The placement of the Slider Glove 
helps to prevent the elbow pad from sliding up your arm and offers unrestricted movement allowing you to have 
maximum control and feel of your marker. 
 

09  ELASTIC FINGER LOOP 
The elastic finger loop is an optional way to secure the Slider Glove, keeping the pad in place, but without interfering 
with finger movement. 

 

NAVIGATOR GEAR BAG | 9313 

BLACK ONLY 
Dimensions L38”x W19”x H21” 
 
- Largest compartmentalized paintball gear bag available 
 
-  Upper completely detaches from lower 
 
-  Upper converts to backpack for dual usage 
 
-  Both upper and lower sections feature wheels for easy transport 
 
-  Padded gun section holds up to 3 markers, 1 with tank 
 
-  Redesigned large side pockets for extra storage 
 
-  Large rear compartment for storage 
 
-  Large front compartment for goggles and extras 
 
-  Multiple carrying handles 
 
-  Padded backpack straps 
 
-  Waterproof section for cleats 
 
-  Vented with durable metal eyelets 
 
-  Heavy duty ballistic nylon construction 
 
-  Backpack waist clip for extra support 
 
-  Large heavy duty YKK zippers with  
 zipper pulls 
 
-  Extremely large lower section for  
 clothing storage 
 
-  Embroidered DYE logos 
 
-  Dual Name card holder 

 
The Navigator is the original paintball gear bag that completely separates into two halves. This unique design allows you to 
separate your dirty field gear from your clean street clothing. Fill the top section with all your  guns, goggles, jerseys, pants, 
you name it. Then keep all of your clean clothes in the bottom section, allowing you to go out to the celebration dinners in 
style. The top section of the Navigator converts to a backpack with padded straps and back support, while the bottom 
section can be left at the hotel with all of your clean clothes for the night life. Both top and bottom sections now feature 
wheels for easy transport.  

 
The Navigator can hold up to three guns, one of them still with the tank on it. You can also store your goggles without the 
worry of deforming them while it is left in the trunk. 

 

EXPLORER GEAR BAG | 9312 

BLACK ONLY 
Dimensions L24”x W15”x H16” 
 
-  Rolling travel bag 
 



- Book style opening 
 
-  Telescopic handle and heavy duty wheels for easy transport 
 
-  Two book-style padded gun pages 
 
-  Two main compartments for gear 
 
-  Accordion style expandability for overpacking 
 
-  Four carry handles 
 
-  Large front compartment for storage 
 
-  Built in barrel compartment and bottle sleeve 
 
-  Large heavy duty YKK zippers with  zipper pulls 
 
-  Sectioned interior 
 
-  Heavy duty ballistic nylon construction 
 
-  Embroidered DYE logos 
 
-   Cinch straps and buckle closures 

The Explorer is the perfect paintball gear bag specifically designed for travel. Small enough to fit on an airplane. Vented 
bottom section allows you to store your gear, while the top section is closed off for your leisure wear. Two padded gun 
sleeves let you roll with both your favorite markers. Telescopic handle makes it easy to navigate through the busiest of 
airports, while multiple carry handles make it a breeze to pick up and go. 

 

BACKPACKER GEAR BAG | 9315 

BLACK ONLY 
Dimensions L24”x W11”x H14” 
 
- New back padding design with large laptop slide in compartment 
 
- MP3/CD player compartment with headphone slot 
 
- Additional small easy access front compartment with built in organizer 
 
- Sunglass compartment with terry cloth liner 
 
- Reinforced padded comfort shoulder straps 
 
- Goggle/harness clips 
 
- Large netted easy access side pockets  
 
- Underside compartment with rain cover 

 

DM GUN CASE GEAR BAG | 9384 

BLACK ONLY 
Dimensions: L16” x W13” x H4” 
 
- Padded case for protection 
 
-  External tool pocket 
 
-  Holds up to 2 guns in padded sleeves  
 
-  Heavy duty rubber grip handle 
 
-  Padded shoulder strap 
 
-  Internal elastic loops for holding barrels 
 
-  External bungie clip for holding hoppers 
 
-   Compression formed base cradles guns and offers ultimate impact protection. 
 



-   Embroidered DYE logo, DYE logo zipper pulls 

 

DUO JACKET | S-XXL 

BLACK/GRAY | #8530  
 
Water resistant outer shell. Plush, woven inside. Reversible style, medium weight jacket. Black on the outside, gray on the 
inside. Double stitched seams. Shoulder pocket with zippered side closure. Full zip front. Hood with drawstring. Metal chest 
logo riveted to leather patch. Heat transfer Dye logo on reverse side shoulder. 

 

ULTRALITE JACKET | S-XXL.  

BLACK | #8531 
 
Water resistant outer shell. Double stitched seams with waterproof heat seal taping on all pocket zippers. Full zip front. 
Drawstring hood. Heat transfer DYE logo and woven label. 

 

EPIC HOODY | S-XXL 

GRAY | #8640  
 
Light weight, extremely flexible, water resistant outer shell. Has a cool to the touch neoprene feel. Double stitched seams. 
1/4 zip front. Hood with drawstring. Large embossed chest logo. Front pocket with zippers. Velcro closures at cuffs. 

 

ELEMENTAL JACKET | S-XXL 

BLACK/WHITE | #8532 
 
Water resistant outer shell. Plush soft inner liner. Full zip front. Chest pocket with metal logo accent. Adjustable cuffs. 
Drawstring waist closure. Drawstring hood with firm style visor. Embroidered Dye logos. 

 

GIRLS FADE HOODY | XS - L. 
 
Light fleece style hoody. Drawstring hood. Full front zip. Embroidered detail on front. Unique fade. 

 

PERFORMANCE 
TOP 

MEASUREMENT   S/M     L/XL     XXL 

Measurement S/M L/XL XXL 

Chest 34-37 38-41 42+ 

Back Length 26.5” 29.5” 31” 

Side Length 17.25
” 19.25” 19.5” 

Front Length 23” 26” 27” 

 



PERFORMANCE 
SLIDE SHORTS 

MEASUREMENT     S           M           L           XL        XXL 

Measurement S M L XL XXL 

Waist 29.5” 29.5” 33” 35.5” 37.75
” 

Leg Opening 15” 15.75” 16.75” 17.5” 18.25” 

 

PERFORMANCE 
ELBOW PADS & KNEE PADS 

MEASUREMENT     S           M           L           XL        XXL 

Measurement S M L XL XXL 

- Elbow Pad - 
Length 14.5” 14.5” 16” 16” 16” 

- Elbow Pad - 
Upper Width 10” 10.5” 11.25” 12” 12.75” 

- Elbow Pad - 
Bottom Width 7.25” 7.75” 8.25” 8.75” 9.25” 

- Knee Pad - 
Length 11.75” 11.75” 11.75” 12.75” 12.75” 

- Knee Pad - 
Upper Width 14.5” 15.5” 16.5” 17.5” 18.5” 

- Knee Pad - 
Bottom Width 

12.25
” 13.25” 14.25” 15.25” 16.25” 

 

C10 GEAR 
MEASUREMENT  KIDS        XS        S           M           L           XL        XXL      XXXL 

Measuremen
t 

KIDS XS S M L XL XXL XXXL 

Waist 20 - 
24 24-28 32 - 

36 
34 - 
38 

36 - 
40 

38 - 
42 

42 - 
46 48 

Inseam 24 26 29 
1/2 30 1/2 31 31 1/2 32 35 



Chest 36 43 46 47 51 53 55 57 

Sleeve 26 28 31 1/2 32 1/4 33 33 1/2 34 1/2 35 1/2 

 


